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This paper gives a Bliss-type multiplier rule for general constrained variational
problems with time delay. Our formulation allows the time delay terms and their
derivatives to be present in both the objective functional and the equality and
inequality constraint equations. Our major results include a Lagrange Multiplier
Rule involving Euler]Lagrange equations for delay differential equations and
transversality conditions. Of special note is that these results will be used in later
work by the authors to obtain new analytical techniques to solve general con-
strained problems involving delay differential equations for the Calculus of Varia-
tions and for Optimal Control Theory. They will also lead to new general, accurate,
and efficient numerical methods to solve these important problems where no such
methods exist at this time. Thus, for the first time, we will be able to solve this
important class of problems obtaining analytic solutions for simpler problems and
accurate numerical results for more complex problems when such a solution exists.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The field of calculus of variationsroptimal control is of significant
importance in various disciplines such as science, engineering, and pure
and applied mathematics. One of the classical problems dealt with in this
field is the Problem of Bolza which includes various possible scenarios that
w xarise in constrained problems of calculus of variations. In 1 , Bliss system-
atically develops a multiplier rule for the Problem of Bolza which leads to
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necessary conditions which must be satisfied in the domain and transver-
sality conditions which must be satisfied on the boundary. From these arise
a set of Euler]Lagrange type differential equations and a set of boundary
conditions which are used to characterize the solution to the problem. In
most cases, the resulting differential equations and boundary conditions
are not enough to obtain a solution.
w xIn a series of papers, including 2]6 , Gregory and Lin give new types of
necessary conditions to obtain numerical as well as analytical solutions for
w xthe classical Problem of Bolza by Bliss 1 . The formulations presented in
these papers include both equality and inequality constraints but do not
consider time delay problems.
Time delay problems have a long history in this field. Variational
problems with time delay arguments were first introduced and discussed by
w xEl'sgol'c 7 . Since then, several authors have worked on various aspects of
time delay variational problems. For the unconstrained problem, Hughes
w x w x8 presents necessary and sufficient conditions while Sabbagh 9 develops
Jacobi and transversality conditions and an existence theorem for this type
w xof problem. In addition, Palm and Schmitendorf 10 derive two conjugate
point conditions.
w xIn 11 , Rosenblueth derives necessary and sufficient conditions in terms
of the first and second variations. He then goes on and discusses the
smoothness properties of the solutions for the above problems without
referring to such concepts as conjugate points, fields of extremals, Riccati
w xequations, or the Hamilton]Jacobi equations. In a subsequent paper 12 ,
he presents steps to solve constrained variational problems with time
delay.
w x w xChan and Yung 13 and Lee and Yung 14 present first and second
order sufficient conditions for time delay variational and optimal control
problems, respectively. In these formulations, the functionals involved are
not required to be convex. In addition, the second order sufficient condi-
tion is shown to be related to the existence of solutions of a Riccati-type
matrix differential inequality.
The above list of references is by no means complete, and there are
many more references that discuss variational problems with time delay
arguments. However, constrained problems with a Bliss-type multiplier
rule for the Problem of Bolza with time delay arguments do not appear in
any of the literature. It is the purpose of this paper to fill this gap.
In Section 2, we begin with definitions and notations of the problem and
give two important lemmas. In Section 3, we define the Multiplier Rule
and show that every solution to our problem must satisfy this rule. This is
the major result of this paper. Finally, in Section 4 we give an example to
illustrate our results.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
The following problem will be considered in this paper,
t2minimize J y s f t , y t , y9 t , y t y t , y9 t y t dt 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .H
t1
such that
f t , y t , y9 t , y t y t , y9 t y t s 0, b s 1, . . . , m - n 2 .  .  .  .  . .b
c t , y t , t , y t s 0, m s 1, . . . , p F 2n 3 .  .  . .m 1 1 2 2
and
w xy t s a t , t g t y t , t , 4 .  .  .1 1
where t - t are fixed in R; t is a given positive real number such that1 2
n w x  n.4 w x  n.4t - t y t ; y g R ; f : t , t = R ª R; f : t , t = R ª R, b2 1 1 2 b 1 2
w x  n.2 ws 1, . . . , m - n; c : t , t = R ª R, m s 1, . . . p F 2n; and a : t ym 1 2 1
x n 4t , t ª R . Furthermore, f and f are C on their domain and y and a1 b
are piecewise smooth. This problem is essentially the same as that of Bolza
except that it contains time delay arguments. For this reason, we will refer
 .  .to 1 ] 4 as the Problem of Bolza with Time Delay Arguments.
To simplify the notation and presentation we will suppress most of the
arguments. Thus, the following definitions will be used throughout this
paper:
f t ' f t , y t , y9 t , y t y t , y9 t y t , .  .  .  .  . .
y ' y t y t , .t
yX ' y9 t y t , .t
and
c y t , y t ' c t , y t , t , y t . .  .  .  . .  .m 1 2 m 1 1 2 2
The rest of this section provides preliminaries for the multiplier rule to
 .come in Section 3. Assume that y* t is a solution to the problem defined
 .  . < <  .in 1 ] 4 . Let b g R, and for each b with 0 - b - e , let y t, b be an
 .  .admissible family such that y t, 0 s y* t , where e is a small positive
 .  .number. Let h t s ­ y t, 0 r­ b be the ¨ariation of y with respect to b.
Then, for each b and m, define
F h t s f h t q f h9 t q f h q f XhX s 0, .  .  . .b b , y b , y 9 b , y t b , y tt t
w xt g t , t 5 .1 2
C h s c h t q c h t s 0, 6 .  .  .  .m m , y t . 1 m , y t . 21 2
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to be the ¨ariational equations of f and c , respectively. Here, f sb m b , y
 .­f r­ y with similar notation holding for f , etc. Also h ' h t y t .b b , y 9 t
 .XFurthermore, f , f , f , and f are evaluated along y t, 0 sb , y b , y 9 b , y b , yt t
 .y* t . Finally define
t2 X
XJ9 y , h s f h t q f h9 t q f h q f h dt 7 .  .  .  . .H y y 9 y t y tt t
t1
 .to be the directional deri¨ ati¨ e of J at y t, b in the direction h.
 .Using the above definitions, the Taylor series expansions for y g y t, b ,
f , c , and J can be written asb m
2 w xy t , b s y* t q bh t q O b , t g t , t 8 .  .  .  .  .1 2
2 w xf t , y t , b s f t , y* t q bF h t q O b , t g t , t .  .  .  . .  .  .b b b 1 2
9 .
c y t , b , y t , b s c y* t , y* t q bC h q O b2 , 10 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .m 1 2 m 1 2 m
and
J y t , b s J y* t q bJ9 y t , 0 , h t q O b2 . 11 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
We can now state the following lemmas.
 . w x  .LEMMA 1. If y* t satisfies f s 0 for t g t , t , and if h t is a set ofb 1 2
w x  .admissible ¨ariations satisfying F s 0 for t g t , t , then there exists y t, bb 1 2
 .  .  .such that y t, 0 s y* t satisfying f s 0 and ha¨ing h t as a ¨ariationb
 .along y* t .
w xThe proof of Lemma 1 follows directly from the results in Bliss 1 by
observing that, at a given time, the time delay terms can be treated as
known functions.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2. If y* t is a solution to problem 1 ] 4 , then there exists l0
and e , m s 1, . . . , p not all zero, such thatm
p
l J9 y , h q e C h s 0 12 .  .  .0 m m
us1
 .for any admissible ¨ariation satisfying F h s 0.b
 .Proof. Consider B s b , . . . , b a set of p q 1 parameters, and a1 pq1
s  .corresponding family h t , s s 1, . . . , p q 1, of p q 1 admissible varia-
 .tions all of which satisfy F s 0 along y* t . By Lemma 1, there exists ab
 .  .  .p q 1 admissible family of arcs y t, B such that y t, 0 s y* t , satisfying
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s  .f s 0 and having, for each s s 1, . . . , p q 1, the set h t as its variationb
 .along y* t . When the functions defining the family are substituted into
Ä Ä .  .  .  .1 and 3 , J and c become functions J B , c B of the parameters B.m m
Hence the equations
Ä ÄJ B s J 0 q ¨ 13 .  .  .
Äc B s 0, 14 .  .m
 .  .where ¨ g R have solutions b , . . . , b , ¨ s 0, . . . , 0, 0 corresponding1 pq1
 .to the minimum solution y* t .
If the conclusion of the lemma does not hold, then we have a system of
p q 1 equations in the p q 1 unknowns, b , . . . , b , such that the gradi-1 pq1
 .  .ents of 13 and 14 with respect to the vector B are nonsingular when B
is the zero vector. This implies, by the Implicit Function Theorem, that
 .  .  .there exists a nontrivial solution to 13 and 14 with ¨ - 0. Thus y* t is
 .  .  .not a minimum solution to 13 and 14 which contradicts the way y* t
was chosen.
To complete the proof of this lemma we must show that l and e can0 m
be chosen independently of the choice of admissible variations h. To do
this note that the matrix
J9 y , h .
15 .
C h . /m
over all admissible variations h has a maximal rank, q, such that q - p q 1.
 1 2 q.Let h , h , . . . , h be a set for which this maximal rank is obtained, and
let l and e , not all zero, correspond to this maximal rank. For this choice0 m
 .of l and e , 12 must hold for all admissible variations h. For otherwise,0 m
 .we can replace one of the dependent columns of the matrix 14 with a
column corresponding to this h, contrary to the definition of q as the
maximal rank.
3. THE MULTIPLIER RULE
The purpose of this section is to derive the Multiplier Rule and give its
main consequences.
We will begin by first considering the unconstrained problem, namely,
 .  .  .  .the consequences of J9 y, h s 0 when J is as given in 1 , and 3 and 4
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hold. In this case,
J9 y , h .
t2
Xs f t h t q f t h9 t q f t h t y t q f h9 t y t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H y y 9 y yt t
t1
t yt2
Xs f t q f t q t h t q f t q f t q t h9 t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H y y y 9 yt t
t1
t2q f t h t q f t h9 t dt. .  .  .  . .H y y9
t yt2
In the above, we have made a change of variables for t y t and have used
w xthe fact that h ' 0 on t y t , t . Using integration by parts we arrive at1 1
dt yt2
Xf t q f t q t y f , t q f t q t h t .  .  .  .  . .H y y y yt tdtt1
dt2q f t y f t h t dt .  .  .H y y 9dtt yt2
q f t q f X t q t h t N  t2yt .y q f t h t N t2 q. .  .  .  .  . .y 9 y t y 9  t yt .t 1 2
 .We note that these results, when J9 y, h s 0, immediately lead to the
Euler]Lagrange equations, corner conditions, and transversality condi-
tions for the unconstrained delay equations. These results motivate the
following
 .DEFINITION. An admissible arc y* t is said to satisfy the Multiplier
Rule if there exist constants l and e , not all zero, and a function0 m
m
XF t , y , y9, y , y , l , l s l f q l f , 16 . . t t 0 b 0 b b
bs1
w xwith multipliers l continuous on t , t , except possibly at corners ofb 1 2
 .y* t such that the equations
d d
XF t q F t q t s F t q F t q t , t F t F t y t 17 .  .  .  .  .y 9 y y y 1 2t tdt dt
d
F t s F t , t y t F t F t 18 .  .  .y 9 y 2 2dt
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 . w xare satisfied along y* t on t , t and furthermore, such that the equa-1 2
tions
F t h t N  t2yt .y q F t h t N t2 q .  .  .  .y 9 t y 9  t yt .1 2
p
y t yt .2Xq F t q t h t N q e C s 0, 19 .  .  .y t m mt 1
ms1
c s 0, 20 .m
 .  .hold along y* t for all admissible variations h t .
Thus,
 .THEOREM 3. E¨ery minimizing arc y* t must satisfy the multiplier rule.
 .Proof. To prove this, extend 2 to a system of equations of the form
f t , y t , y9 t , y t y t , y9 t y t s 0, b s 1, . . . , m .  .  .  . .b
21 .
f t , y t , y9 t s z t , g s m q 1, . . . , n .  .  . .g g
  .  ..in which f t, y t , y9 t have the same continuity as that of f and areg b
 .such that the determinant of f , f is nonzero along the arcb , y 9 t . g , y 9 t .
 .  .  .y* t . Variations of 21 along y* t are given by
F s 0, F s z t , b s 1, . . . , m; g s m q 1, . . . , n , 22 .  .b g g
 .  .where z t is the variation corresponding to z t .g g
Now define G as
n
XG t , y , y9, y , y , l , l s l f q l f , 23 .  .t t 0 i 0 i i
is1
where the functions f , i s 1, . . . , n, are the combined sets of f and f ,i b g
 .  .  .and l are the multipliers of f . Using 23 , 7 , and 22 , one can obtaini i
l J9 y , h .0
n
t2 X
Xs G h t q G h9 t q G h q G h y l z dt. .  .  .H y y 9 y t y t g gt t /t1 gsmq1
24 .
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Hence, by Lemma 2, we have that
0 s l J9 y , h q e F .0 m m
n
t2 X
Xs G h t q G h9 t q G h q G h y l z dt .  . H y y 9 y t y t g gt t /t1 gsmq1
p
q e F . 25 . m m
ms1
Following Bliss, we choose l uniquely such thati
t2 X
XG h t q G h9 t q G h q G h dt s 0 .  . .H y y 9 y t y tt t
t1
 .  .for all h t ' h t ' 0. For the subclass of h which vanishes on the1 2
boundary, we have that F is linear in h thus vanishing on the boundarym
also. Therefore, the above integral, as well as F , is identically zero so thatm
n l z s 0. This is true for all z , g s m q 1, . . . , n. Hence l ' 0gsmq1 g g g g
for g s m q 1, . . . , n.
 .Thus, integrating 25 by parts we have that
l J9 y , h q e C .0 m m
dt yt2
Xs G t q G t q t y G t q G t q t h t dt .  .  .  .  . .H y y y 9 yt t /dtt1
dt2q G t y G t h t dt .  .  .H y y 9 /dtt yt2
q G t h t N  t2yt .y q G t h t N t2 q .  .  .  .y 9 t y 9  t yt .1 2
qG X t q t h t N  t2yt .y q e Cm s 0. 26 .  .  .y t mt 1
 .In the above equation, choosing h such that h t s 0 and h ' 0 on1
w x  .t y t , t implies that 17 holds. Similarly, if h is such that h ' 0 in1 2
w x  .  .t , t y t and h t s 0 then 18 holds. Finally, since both integral terms1 2 2
 .  .are now zero and 26 holds for all h, Eq. 19 holds.
 .Note that a consequence of 19 holding is that
lim F t q F X t q t s lim F t . 27 .  .  .  . .y 9 y y9ty q .  .tª t yt tª t yt2 2
 .  .  .This can be seen by simply considering 19 with h t s h t s 0.1 2
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4. AN EXAMPLE
As an example of the Multiplier Rule given above, consider the follow-
ing constrained variational problem with time delay:
1 2 2minimize J y s y t , .  .H 22 0
such that
yX t q y t y 1 y y t s 0, .  .  .1 1 2
y 2 s 0, .1
with
w xy t s 1, t g y1, 0 . .1
This example arises in minimum energy control of a time delay system.
For this example, the function F is given by
1
X2F s y t q l t y t q y t y 1 y y t . .  .  .  .  . .2 1 1 22
It can be shown that
3¡ 2t y t q 1, 0 F t F 1
16~y t s 28 .  .1 1 1 5 133 2y t y 1 q t y 1 y t q , 1 F t F 2 .  .¢ 16 2 8 16
3¡
t , 0 F t F 1
8~y t s l t s 29 .  .  .2 3
, 1 F t F 2,¢8
 .  .satisfy the Euler]Lagrange Equations given in 17 and 18 as well as the
 .corner condition at t s 1 given in 27 and the given constrained equation
and boundary conditions.
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